


WHAT IS ANTI-FASCISM? 

Anti-fascism is opposition to fascist ideologies, groups and individuals. The anti-fascist movement began 

in a few European countries in the 1920s, and eventually spread to other countries around the world. It was 

as its most significant shortly before and during World War II, where the fascist Axis powers were opposed 

by many countries forming the Allies of World War II and dozens of resistance movements worldwide. Anti-

fascism has been an element of movements holding many different political positions, including social 

democratic, nationalist, liberal, conservative, communist, Marxist, capitalist, anarchist, socialist, and 

centrist viewpoints. 

 

 

FASCISM TODAY 

 

The election of Donald J. Trump empowered the neo-conservative movement into what is now known as 

the “Alternative Right”(or “Alt-Right” for short). This movement seeks to capitalize off Trump’s political 

incorrectness as a means to recruit conservatives into White Nationalism though stealth activism, street 

fights and college campus events.  In addition to state actions that suppress left-wing Anti-Fascists and 

Anti-Racist movements as violent “terrorists” while dismissing the actions, violence and murders of the 

“Alt Right”. 



WHO WE ARE 

 

We are an autonomous collective of individuals in Nashville Tennessee who function, organize, 

and operate on a state-wide level. Our mission is to expose, confront, and disrupt Fascism in all its 

forms primarily within extremist groups (i.e. The Ku Klux Klan, Patriot Front, League Of The 

South etc) and the now coined “Alt-Right”. By doing this, we defend our communities from 

hateful ideas being sowed that have the potential to manifest into hate-crimes, right-wing 

extremism, or attacks on the public based off gender, race, religion, or legal status. 

 

GET INVOLVED 

There are multiple ways to plug-in to local actions as well as the collective’s organizing tiers. We 

suggest “Following” on Twitter and Facebook for updates about public actions, or email us for 

more core related organizing activity.(Twitter is preferred as it limits the amount of information 

presented about individuals within the collective.) Also Anti-Fascists flyer campaigns can be done 

autonomously under the collective’s banner. Actions are publically announced with autonomous 

& side-projects being organized by individuals. 



CONTACTS, RESOURCES, & INFO 

Additional information is listed below including a primer to “Anti-Fascist Action” it’s guidelines 

& solidarity basics as well as public links for further reading 

Basic Guidelines For “Anti Fascist Action” 

https://itsgoingdown.org/forming-an-antifa-group-a-manual 

Torch Network Introduction & Resources 

https://torchantifa.org/points-of-unity/ 

“Jam City Antifa” Anti Fascist Action Nashville 

Email - Jamcityantifa@protonmail.com 

Website - Jamcityantifa.wordpress.com 

Twitter - @Jamcityantifa 

Facebook – Jam City Antifa  

https://itsgoingdown.org/forming-an-antifa-group-a-manual
mailto:Jamcityantifa@protonmail.com

